FOREST ARTS CENTRE – New Milton

Venue Technical Information

The Forest Arts Centre is an intimate performance space used for a wide variety of performance and other events. As such the technical facilities are in accordance with the nature and size of the venue and are listed below.

The information in this document is intended as a guideline please contact CPS (providers of technical support to the venue) prior to any performance or venue hire to discuss your particular technical requirements in detail and ensure that we are able to help you get the best from the venue.

Sound

The venue features the following FOH Sound System:

- 2 X Renkus Heinz Qube 12” Loudspeakers
- 2 X Renkus Heinz Qube Low (2 X 15”) Subwoofers
- 1 X Yamaha XP5000 Power Amplifier
- 1 X Yamaha PX10 Power Amplifier
- Total System FOH Output Power approx. 3.2Kw

Yamaha LS9-32 Channel Digital Mixing Console
24/8 Patchable Multicore
Tascam MD-CD1 – Combined CD & MiniDisc Player

The venue features the following Audio Monitor System:

- 4 X Renkus Heinz Qube 12” Loudspeakers
  The above are over two mixes (1 & 2 power by a Yamaha XP5000)
- 2 X JBL EON 15 Monitors (Self powered on mixes 3 & 4)

The Microphones available at the venue are nominally:

- 6 X Shure SM58
- 4 X Shure SM57
- 2 X Audio Technica Pro37R Pencil Condenser Microphone
- 4 X Audio Technica Pro35X Clip On Drum Mics
- 2 X Audio Technica Pro25 Kick Drum Microphones
- 6 X dbx Active DI Boxes
- 2 X Klotz DI Boxes
- 1 X AKG C414B Large Diaphragm Condenser
- 10 X K&M Tall Boom Mic Stands
- 4 X K&M Short Boom Mic Stands
Lighting

The venue offers the following Lighting Control Equipment:

- ETC Element 60 Memory Lighting Console
- 48 Channels ETC Smart Pack Dimmers
- 36 Channels to lighting grid & 12 floor circuits
- House Light Control On Channel 49

PLEASE NOTE: although there are a significant number of dimming channels available for artistic purposes, the Total Load On the Dimming System Must Not Exceed 60A!

The Luminaires available at the venue are nominally:

- 10 X Selecon Acclaim 650w Fresnel
- 4 X Strand Quartet Fresnel
- 9 X Selecon Acclaim 650w Profile – M Size Gobo Holders
- 2 X Strand Pattern 60 500w Floods
- 2 X CCT Minuette 650w Fresnels
- 6 X Thomas PAR64 1kw ParCan
- 1 x Strand quartet 22/40 Profile

PLEASE NOTE: The Venue does not hold a Gel Stock. If required, this is to be provided by the incoming company or purchased from CPS in advance.

The venue also offers the following for use at the act’s risk:

- 4 X 6ft Upright Lighting Stands On Wheels

Additional equipment at the venue:

- AV Equipment
  - Mitsubishi XD6500 U – 6500 Lumen LCD Projector (Hung on grid)
  - (VGA Input available on stage & Tech Box)
  - Tascam DV-D01U Professional DVD Player
  - Roll Down Screen At Rear Of Stage

- Instruments
  - Yamaha Upright VI Piano - If this is required, plenty of notice is needed to arrange for this to be tuned.

PLEASE NOTE: we do not have the capacity to supply any additional musical instruments or backline equipment. The venue does not have Tecpro / Comms and there are no house tabs.

PLEASE NOTE: that this document is intended for guidance and as an aid to planning only. From time to time the inventory may change without prior notice and sometimes items of equipment may not be available due to maintenance or other requirements at the venue. Please ensure that you communicate your intentions and exact requirement with the venue and confirm with CPS your technical plan and the availability of any facilities that you require prior to any event to be held at the venue. Neither the venue nor CPS can be held responsible for equipment not being available for use unless specific arrangements have been made in adequate time prior to the event.